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In June 2008, a group of friends and col-

leagues of Tom Wilson gathered in 

0DGULG�WR�KRQRXU�KLV�VFLHQWL:F�FDUHHU�LQ�

a workshop on ALMA organised by three 

of his PhD students. The workshop was 

devoted to reviewing recent progress in 

our understanding of the main topics  

of research that Tom has pursued during 

his career: the physics and chemistry  

of the interstellar medium and how stars 

IRUP��6SHFL:F�WRSLFV�LQFOXGHG�+ II re -

gions, molecular clouds, clumps, cores, 

RXW;RZV�DQG�PDVHUV�LQ�*DODFWLF�DQG�

extragalactic environments, mainly from 

an observational perspective. 

(MSQNCTBSHNM�

Last December our colleague and friend 
3NL�6HKRNM�BDKDAQ@SDC�GHR���SG�AHQSGC@X�
During his fruitful career he has made 
important contributions to the understand-
ing of the physical and chemical proper-
ties of the interstellar medium and the 
OQNBDRRDR�KD@CHMF�SN�RS@Q�ENQL@SHNM�(M�SGD�
K@RS�jUD�XD@QR��VGHKD�@S�$2.��3NL�G@R�
helped to realise the Atacama Large Mil-
KHLDSDQ�RTALHKKHLDSDQ� QQ@X�� +, ��3N�
honour him, his former students Christian 
'DMJDK��,@W�/K@MBJ�(MRSHSTS�EXQ�1@CHNR-
SQNMNLHD��,/(E1���)DRTR�,@QSHM�/HMS@CN�
�"NMRDIN�2TODQHNQ�CD�(MUDRSHF@BHNMDR�
"HDMS0jB@R��"2("��@MC�1@HMDQ�,@TDQR-
ADQFDQ��$2.��NQF@MHRDC�@�SVN�C@X�VNQJ-
RGNO�DMSHSKDC�f(MSDQRSDKK@Q�,DCHTL�@MC�2S@Q�
%NQL@SHNM�VHSG� +, ��+NNJHMF�SN�SGD�
%TSTQDt�3GD�VNQJRGNO�V@R�NQF@MHRDC�AX�
SGD�#DO@QS@LDMSN�CD� RSQNjRHB@�,NKDBT-
K@Q��# ,(1��@MC�GDKC�NM���l���)TMD�NM�SGD�
B@LOTR�NE�SGD�"2("�HM�,@CQHC�2TOONQS�
ENQ�SGD�VNQJRGNO�V@R�OQNUHCDC�AX�"2("��
$2.�@MC�1@CHN-DS

2BHDMSHjB�OQNFQ@LLD�@MC�@SSDMC@MBD

2HWSX�ODNOKD�@SSDMCDC�SGD�VNQJRGNO�,NRS�
of the attendees were Tom�s friends, col-
KD@FTDR�@MC�ENQLDQ�/G#�RSTCDMSR�4MENQ-
tunately, not all of those invited could 
come; many were prominently mentioned 
AX�3NL�@MC�NSGDQR�HM�SGDHQ�OQDR�DMS@SHNMR�

 �RHFMHjB@MS�MTLADQ�NE�SGNRD�LDMSHNMDC�
VDQD�/G#�RSTCDMSR�@MC�ONRSCNBR��VGN�
@QD�3NL�R�RBHDMSHjB�FQ@MCBGHKCQDM�

Following Tom�s suggestion, the emphasis 
was on the future of molecular astrophys-
HBR��Q@SGDQ�SG@M�@�QDUHDV�NE�GHR�B@QDDQ�
Thus most of the programme was de  voted 
to future studies of interstellar matter  
@MC�RS@Q�ENQL@SHNM�HM�SGD�,HKJX�6@X�@MC�HM�
DWSDQM@K�F@K@WHDR�3GD�NQF@MHRDQR�@KRN�
decided that Tom�s students would act as 
chairpersons of the sessions to give  
short introductions, recounting anecdotes 
and personal experiences from their  
professional or personal relationship with 
3NL�3GD�OQDRDMS@SHNMR�EQNL�SGD�VNQJ-
shop, which are available online at  
http://www.damir.iem.csic.es included two 
JHMCR�NE�S@KJR�3GD�jQRS�VDQD�FHUDM� 
by Tom�s old friends and colleagues, who 
KNNJDC�A@BJ�NM�3NL�R�KHED��QDK@SHMF�@MDB-
dotes and also presenting their view of 
future areas of research to be done with 
 +, �3GD�RDBNMC�JHMC�VDQD�FHUDM�AX�SGD�
younger generation of students, many of 
SGDL�3NL�R�RBHDMSHjB�FQ@MCBGHKCQDM��SGDRD�
were mainly concerned with providing 
perspectives on ALMA�s contribution to 
SGDHQ�QDRD@QBG�@QD@�

The after-dinner speech on 16 June was 
FHUDM�AX�/QNEDRRNQ�1NADQS�1NNC��VGN�
F@UD�@M�DWSDMCDC�S@KJ�@ANTS�3NL�6HKRNM�R�
B@QDDQ�

3NL�R�RBHDMSHjB�B@QDDQ

3GD�VNQJRGNO�RS@QSDC�VHSG�@�RTLL@QX�NE�
3NL�R�B@QDDQ�AX�/QNEDRRNQ�!DQM@QC�%�
!TQJD��3NL�R�SGDRHR�@CUHRDQ�'D�CDRBQHADC�
SGD�jQRS�RSDOR�HM�3NL�R�B@QDDQ�@R�@�/G#�
RSTCDMS�HM�,(3��VGDM�GD�G@C�@KRN�ITRS�@Q��
QHUDC�@S�,(3�'D�LDMSHNMDC�SGQDD�NE�3NL�R�
main virtues: persistence, change and 
transition, all of which are fundamental to 
success in astronomy and astrophysics; 
he noted that Tom has shown the ability to 
G@MCKD�@KK�NE�SGDL�3NL�RS@QSDC�GHR�SGDRHR�
by surveying a catalogue of H II regions  
HM�SGD�MNQSGDQM�RJX�HM�QDBNLAHM@SHNM�KHMDR�
VHSG�SGD�&QDDM�!@MJ�����ENNS�SDKDRBNOD�
3NL�@KRN�INHMDC�/DSDQ�,DYFDQ�HM�@M�DWSDM-
sion of this project to survey recombina-
tion lines from southern H II regions  
VHSG�SGD�/@QJDR�����ENNS�Q@CHN�SDKDRBNOD�
!NSG�RTQUDXR�VDQD�FQD@S�RTBBDRRDR�3GD�

/@QJDR�VNQJ�BNMRSHSTSDC�SGD�L@HM�ANCX�NE�
GHR�SGDRHR

3NL�SGDM�LNUDC�SN�,/(E1�@MC�RS@QSDC�SN�
VNQJ�VHSG�SGD�MDV�����L�Q@CHN�SDKDRBNOD�
@S�$EEDKRADQF�HM�&DQL@MX�4RHMF�SGD� 
100 m telescope Tom made the transition 
from studying H II regions to observing 
molecular clouds, mainly in the centi metre 
wavelength lines of ammonia and formal-
CDGXCD�,NRS�NE�3NL�R�RSTCDMSR�VDQD�
basically trained on molecular line obser-
U@SHNMR�QDK@SDC�SN�SGD�jDKC�NE�RS@Q�ENQL@-
SHNM�3NL�BNMSHMTDC�VNQJHMF�NM�QDBNLAH-
nation lines from H II regions and one of 
SGD�LNRS�HMMNU@SHUD�VNQJR�HM�SGHR�jDKC�V@R�
the venture with Robert Rood (the dinner 
ROD@JDQ��3NL�!@MH@�@MC�K@SDQ�#@M@�!@KRDQ��
SN�CDSDBS�SGD�GXODQjMD�KHMD�NE�HNMHYDC��'D

!DQM@QC�!TQJD�RSQDRRDC�SG@S�AHF�Q@CHN� 
telescopes became Tom�s métier and he 
was involved in the commissioning of  
big radio telescopes operating from centi-
metre to short sub-millimetre wavelengths: 
SGD�����L�SDKDRBNOD�@S�$EEDKRADQF��&DQ-
L@MX���SGD�(MRSHSTS�CD�1@CHN� RSQNMNLHD�
,HKKHLDSQHPTD��(1 ,�����L�@S�/HBN�5DKDS@�
(Spain) and the 10 m Heinrich Hertz tele-
RBNOD�@S�,S�&Q@G@L�� QHYNM@��42 �� KK� 
of Tom�s students will always remember 
him as ready to go at any time to observe 
NQ�BNLLHRRHNM�QDBDHUDQR�@MC�A@BJDMCR� 
@S�SGD�����L�SDKDRBNOD�'HR�SXOHB@K�QD��
RONMRD�HM�SGDRD�B@RDR�V@R��f6D�VHKK�S@JD�
the telescope time, please sign up for the 
#HDMRSV@FDM�SN�FN�SN�$EEDKRADQFt�

(M�QDBDMS�XD@QR��3NL�G@R�ADDM�GD@UHKX�
involved in the realisation of the ALMA 
SGQNTFG�JDX�ONRHSHNMR�@S�$2.��$TQNOD@M�
 +, �/QNIDBS�2BHDMSHRS�@MC�#DOTSX� 
#HQDBSNQ��3GD�VNQJRGNO�BNMSHMTDC�VHSG�
SDBGMHB@K�@MC�RBHDMSHjB�OQDRDMS@SHNMR�NM�
SGD�ONSDMSH@K�NE� +, 

Status of ALMA and the synergy with  
Herschel

The anticipated performance of ALMA  
and the current status of the project were 
described by Richard Hills, the ALMA 
/QNIDBS�2BHDMSHRS� S�SGD�SHLD�NE�SGD�VNQJ-
shop eight antennas were already at the 
Operations Support Facility; these will  
be delivered to ALMA after a series  
NE�SDRSR� R�NMD�B@M�HL@FHMD��SGD�@BSHUHSX� 
is frantic, with equipment being delivered 
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@MC�SDRSDC�(M�@CCHSHNM�SN�SGD�@MSDMM@R��
the two antenna transporters were also 
TMCDQFNHMF�SDRSHMF�/DQD�/K@MDR@R�OQD-
RDMSDC�@�UHRT@K�SNTQ�NE� +, �@MC�SGD�RHSD�
He showed a number of beautiful pictures 
of the landscape and the current status  
NE�BNMRSQTBSHNM�3GD�RXMDQFHDR�ADSVDDM�
the Herschel Observatory and ALMA were 
CHRBTRRDC�AX�)NR!�"DQMHBG@QN�

The molecular interstellar medium

Studies of the chemical complexity and 
the structure of the molecular interstellar 
LDCHTL��(2,��VHKK�OK@X�@�BDMSQ@K�QNKD� 
HM� +, �)NGM�!HDFHMF�CDRBQHADC�SGD�QNKD�
of large-scale mapping of the structure  
of the molecular clouds to understand the 
impact of massive stars and their evolu-
SHNM�3GD�K@QFD�RB@KD��UDQX�GHFG�@MFTK@Q�
resolution images of dust and line emis-
sion will allow scientists to study the origin 
and the role of turbulence in the fragmen-
S@SHNM�NE�LNKDBTK@Q�BKNTCR

Alain Baudry showed the great potential of 
the ALMA correlator in searching for  
MDV�LNKDBTKDR�HM�SGD�(2,�,NKDBTK@Q�
abundances vary with evolutionary state, 
as different species appear and disap-
pear, for example by depletion onto dust 
FQ@HMR� �OKDSGNQ@�NE�LNKDBTK@Q�RODBHDR�
can be used as tracers of the complex 
physics and chemistry and the ability  
to model these processes with high spatial 
QDRNKTSHNM�V@R�HCDMSHjDC�@R�@M�DRRDMSH@K�
BNLOKDLDMS�SN� +, �NARDQU@SHNMR�$QHB�
Herbst reviewed chemical models, show-
ing how molecular abundances vary with 
the evolutionary state of star formation  
HM�LNKDBTK@Q�BKNTCR� HM@�/@K@T�CHRBTRRDC�
the intriguing behaviour of nitrogen- 
bearing molecules in molecular clouds 
VHSG�HMSDQLDCH@SD�L@RR�RS@Q�ENQL@SHNM�
%HM@KKX�)@UHDQ�1NCQHFTDY�&NHBNDBGD@�OQD-
sented the chemical effects observed  
in photodissociation regions generated by 
45�Q@CH@SHNM�EQNL�L@RRHUD�RS@QR

Low mass star and planet formation

Turning to low mass star formation it was 
noted that the processes leading from 
molecular clouds to stars cannot be fol-
KNVDC�HM�CDS@HK�@S�OQDRDMS�/QNFQDRR�
depends on new instrumentation, espe-
BH@KKX� +, �2S@QR�ENQL�HM�SGD�BDMSQ@K�

cores of molecular clouds by accreting 
L@SDQH@K�NMSN�OQNSNRSDKK@Q�BNQDR�'NVDUDQ��
VD�CN�MNS�TMCDQRS@MC�HM�CDS@HK�SGD�JHMD-
matics and dynamics of this process;  
neither the formation and collimation of 
NTSkNVR�MNQ�SGD�DUDMST@K�DUNKTSHNM�NE� 
circumstellar discs to form planetary sys-
SDLR��@RSDQNHCR�@MC�BNLDSR�/QDRTL@AKX�
L@FMDSHB�jDKCR�OK@X�@M�HLONQS@MS�QNKD��ATS�
SGHR�HR�MNS�TMCDQRSNNC�@S�OQDRDMS�

%Q!C!QHB�&TDSG�OQDRDMSDC�QDBDMS�QDRTKSR�NE�
LNKDBTK@Q�NTSkNV�NARDQU@SHNMR�VHSG�GHFG�
@MFTK@Q�QDRNKTSHNM�NAS@HMDC�VHSG�SGD�(1 ,�
interferometer and argued that ALMA  
will be able to see central regions in young 
stellar objects, providing images of the 
BNLOKDW�RSQTBSTQD�@MC�JHMDL@SHBR�NE�SGD�
NTSkNVHMF�@MC�@BBQDSHMF�L@SDQH@K�
2SDOG@MD�&THKKNSD@T�OQDRDMSDC�SGD�ONSDM-
tial of ALMA for understanding the forma-
SHNM�@MC�DUNKTSHNM�NE�BHQBTLRSDKK@Q�CHRBR�
ALMA will provide a complete view of  
SGD�OGXRHB@K�BNMCHSHNMR��SGD�JHMDL@SHBR�
and the chemical evolution of circumstellar 
discs by imaging with very high angular 
resolution several lines of a large number 
NE�LNKDBTKDR�3GD�F@OR�OQDCHBSDC�SN� 
occur in circumstellar discs as a result of 
planet formation can be imaged directly  
AX� +, �)NRDO�,HPTDK�&HQ@QS�CHRBTRRDC�
SGD�DWODBSDC�QNKD�NE�L@FMDSHB�jDKCR�HM� 
RS@Q�ENQL@SHNM�'D�OQDRDMSDC�images of 
dust polarisation obtained with the  
Sub-mm Array (SMA) and compared the 
results of low mass versus high mass  
RS@Q�ENQL@SHNM�3GD�DWODBSDC�GNTQFK@RR� 
RG@OD�NE�SGD�L@FMDSHB�jDKC�HR�ENTMC�HM�
ANSG�B@RDR�

Massive star formation: masers, star clus-
ters and H II regions

Massive star formation has been one of 
the central themes in Tom�s career  
and ALMA will provide images with the 
required angular resolution and sensitivity 
to study the formation of stellar clusters 
@MC�@KRN�SGD�HMCHUHCT@K�RS@QR�HM�BKTRSDQR�
3GDQD�VDQD�@�MTLADQ�NE�S@KJR�BNUDQHMF�
topics from molecular excitation in mas-
sive star-forming regions to the properties 
of hot cores associated with intermediate 
L@RR�OQNSNRS@QR�HM�BKTRSDQR�*@QK�,DMSDM�
summarised the results obtained from 
imaging maser emission from different 
molecular species in massive star-forming 
QDFHNMR� K�6NNSSDM�@KRN�QDONQSDC�SGD�
results of high angular resolution imaging 
of water masers and thermal emission 
EQNL�NSGDQ�LNKDBTKDR�!NSG�RSQDRRDC�SGD�
importance of the longest baselines in 
ALMA to use maser emission to trace the 
RL@KKDRS�RB@KD�RSQTBSTQDR�HM�SGDRD�QDFHNMR�

Mayra Osorio presented model predic-
tions for dust and molecular emission from 
high mass protostars and Carlos Carrasco 
&NMY@KDY�RGNVDC�QDBDMS�HMSDEDQNLDSQHB�
(VLA and Combined Array for Research  
in Millimeter-wave Astronomy, CARMA) 
HL@FDR�NE�SGD�LNKDBTK@Q�NTSkNVR�@MC�
CHRBR�HM�SGD�RSDKK@Q�BKTRSDQ�NE�-&"������
(Y@RJTM�)HLDMDY�2DQQ@�OQDRDMSDC�GHFG� 
an  gular resolution images of the  

Figure 1.�6NQJRGNO�O@QSHBHO@MSR�BNKKDBSDC�@QNTMC�
3NL�6HKRNM�� I@BJDS�@MC�SHD�HM�SGD�EQNMS�QNV���SG�EQNL�
SGD�QHFGS�
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"DO� �'6��QDFHNM�@MC�RGNVDC�SG@S�@�
cluster of intermediate mass stars is being 
ENQLDC�

Studies of H II regions were presented by 
#@M�)@EED�@MC�)@LDR�,NQ@M�#@M�OQD-
RDMSDC�NARDQU@SHNMR�NE�SGD�JHMDL@SHBR�HM�
compact and ultracompact H II regions 
TRHMF�SGD�:-D II<�DLHRRHNM�KHMD�@S�����§L�
3GD�JHMDL@SHBR�@QD�HMBNMRHRSDMS�VHSG�SGD�
predictions that the exciting stars are mov-
ing with high velocities; a disc geometry 
explains the evolution of very young H II 
QDFHNMR�ADSSDQ�)HL�,NQ@M�OQDRDMSDC�SGD�
results of SMA observations of the recom-
AHM@SHNM�KHMD�L@RDQ�HM�,6"�����3GD�
JHMDSHBR�NE�SGD�CHRB�@QNTMC�SGHR�XNTMF�
massive star is not fully consistent with 
*DOKDQH@M�QNS@SHNM� KSGNTFG�,6"�����HR�
far in the north, ALMA can provide images 
with enough resolution to discriminate be -
SVDDM�JHMDL@SHB@K�CHRSTQA@MBDR�OQNCTBDC�
by gas spiralling toward the star from gas 
DIDBSDC�EQNL�SGD�CHRB�NE�SGHR�RNTQBD�

Extragalactic molecular astrophysics

ALMA will enable a series of advances in 
SGD�jDKC�NE�F@K@WX�ENQL@SHNM�@MC�DUNKTSHNM��
O@QSHBTK@QKX�@S�D@QKX�DONBGR�&@K@WX�
number counts will be extended to the 
E@HMSDRS�RNTQBDR�HM�DUDQX� +, �A@MC�3GD�
spatial and redshift distribution of these 
sources, as well as their luminosity func-
tions, will become measurable, as ALMA 
will not be confusion-limited in any of its 
A@MCR�(S�VHKK�DWBDK�@R�@�ENKKNV�TO�HMRSQT-
ment for large-area surveys with bolome-
ter arrays, both in resolving continuum 
emission and in measuring redshifts from 
LNKDBTK@Q�KHMDR�(M�SGHR�BNMSDWS��/HDQQD�"NW�
presented the new results of the molec ular 
DLHRRHNM�@S�GHFG�QDCRGHES�@MC�/@NK@�
Andreani discussed the star formation  
at high redshifts in obscured sources 
detected by the Spitzer satellite, stressing 
the potential of ALMA for understanding 
SGD�M@STQD�NE�SGD�ONVDQ�RNTQBDR�#DMMHR�
Downes presented recent high angular 
resolution imaging of the continuum  

of the ultraluminous galaxy Arp 220 and 
concluded that active galactic nuclei 
� &-��@BSHUHSX�CNLHM@SDR�SGD�NTSOTS��HM�
contrast with previous models that 
favoured star formation as the dominant 
LDBG@MHRL�

Sergio Martin and Daniel Espada argued 
that detailed chemistry of star formation in 
MD@QAX�F@K@WHDR�@MC�HM�SGD�&@K@BSHB�"DMSQD�
will be a major topic for ALMA, as will  
be the relationship between the chemical 
complexity and the dominating activity  
HM�F@K@BSHB�MTBKDH�� &-�NQ�RS@QATQRSR��
Based on a model of molecular emission, 
Sergio proposed that the power source  
in Arp 220 could be due to a burst of mas-
sive star formation (now in the protostar 
phase), similar to the hot core phase in 
&@K@BSHB�RS@Q�ENQLHMF�QDFHNMR

+HMJR

6NQJRGNO�BNMSQHATSHNMR�� 
 http://www.damir.iem.csis.es/alma2008/

 http://www.astro.virginia.edu/~rtr/photos/tlwfest/
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3NL�6HKRNM��VGN�G@R�ADDM�@S�$2.�RHMBD�
������jQRS�@R� +, �/QNIDBS�2BHDMSHRS�@MC��
after 2006, as ESO Deputy Director, was 
@V@QCDC�SGD�QDMNVMDC�(N@MMDR�,@QBTR�
,@QBH�,DC@K�NE�SGD�"YDBGNRKNU@J�2ODBSQN-
RBNOHB�2NBHDSX�@S�@�BDQDLNMX�HM�/Q@FTD�
/QDUHNTR�LDC@KKHRSR�HMBKTCD�3�6�'�MRBG��
SGD������-NADK�+@TQD@SD�HM�/GXRHBR

(N@MMDR�,@QBTR�,@QBH�V@R�ANQM�HM������
HM�+@MNJQNTM��NM�SGD�ANQCDQ�NE�SGD�ENQLDQ�
provinces of Bohemia and Moravia, cur-
QDMSKX�HM�SGD�"YDBG�1DOTAKHB�(M������GD�
V@R�@OONHMSDC�/QNEDRRNQ�NE�,DCHBHMD�@S�
"G@QKDR�4MHUDQRHSX��/Q@FTD��K@SDQ�#D@M� 
of the Faculty of Medicine and Rector of 
"G@QKDR�4MHUDQRHSX�'D�V@R�@KRN�@�OQHU@SD�
physician to the Emperor Ferdinand III�
The results of his research activity have 
ADDM�BNKKDBSDC�HM����RBHDMSHjB�ANNJR� 
His most important contributions in the 
jDKC�NE�OGXRHBR�VDQD�GHR�RSTCHDR�NE�SGD�
refraction of sunlight by a prism and the 
explanation of the origin of the rainbow, 
BNKKDBSDC�HM�GHR�VNQJ�� Thaumantias. Liber 

de arcu coelesti deque collorum appar-

entium natura ortu et causis�(�,�,@QBH�
CHDC�HM�/Q@FTD�HM�����

2HMBD�������SGD�(�,�,@QBH�,DC@K�ENQ�NTS -
RS@MCHMF�@BGHDUDLDMSR�HM�SGD�jDKC�NE�
spectroscopy has been awarded annually 
AX�SGD�2ODBSQNRBNOHB�2NBHDSX�NE�(N@MMDR�
,@QBTR�,@QBH�3GHR�HR�@�MNM�OQNjS�NQF@MH -
R@SHNM�ENQ�RBHDMSHjB��DCTB@SHNM@K�@MC�SDBG -
MHB@K�VNQJDQR�VHSG�SGD�@HLR�NE�OQNLNSHMF�
@MC�ENRSDQHMF�@CU@MBDLDMS�HM�SGD�jDKC�NE�
RODBSQNRBNOX

3GD�BDQDLNMX�SNNJ�OK@BD�NM���2DOSDL -
ADQ������HM�SGD�/Q@FTD�"HSX�'@KK� TCHSN -
rium, a historic lecture hall in central 
/Q@FTD�3NL�OQDRDMSDC�@�KDBSTQD�NM�SGD�
f"TQQDMS�2S@STR�@MC�2BHDMSHjB�/NSDMSH@K� 
of the Atacama Large Millimeter/submil-
KHLDSDQ� QQ@Xt�@MC�GD�@MC�3DQQX� �,HKKDQ�
(Ohio State University) were awarded  
SGD�(N@MMDR�,@QBTR�,@QBH�,DC@K�ENQ� 
their contributions to different areas of 
RODBSQNRBNOX

Award of the Ioannes Marcus Marci Medal to Tom Wilson, 

Associate Director for ALMA


